Offshore Wind Germany and UK
Regulatory Framework in Selected Countries

サマリー： 「ドイツ及び英国の洋上風力」

2019 年の前半に、ドイツの電力マーケットは新たな記録を更新した。
すなわち、陸上洋上風力が初めてドイツにおいて最も発電量が多い電源と
なった。政府のコミットメントは、2030 年までに再生可能エネルギーが
全電源に占める割合が 65％を占めるというものである。
他方、英国は、世界で最も大きい洋上風力マーケットで、確立された市場
構造、安定した政策見通しと海底利用の明確な指針がある。英国だけで、
欧州の洋上風力全体の 43％をプロジェクトを占めている。2018 年には、
洋上風力だけで英国の全電源の 14.7％を占めている。
本レターではこうした、洋上風力の最先進国であるドイツ及び英国の洋上
風力制度の概要、必要な許認可、オフテイクの問題、系統接続などの主要
論点について概説する。
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I. State and Future of Offshore Wind
Projects
A. Current state of offshore wind
development and projects During the
first six months in 2019, the German power
market hit a new record: for the first time
on- and offshore wind energy were the
largest energy sources in Germany followed
by brown coal, nuclear power, coal, solar,
and natural gas. The net renewable energy
production actually coming out of the
socket is ca. 47 % and ca. 25 % generated
by wind (20.8 by onshore wind and ca.
4.3 % by offshore wind) with a peak at
56.9 %.1 Offshore wind power production
from January to the end of September 2019
amounted to approximately 17 TWh – an
increase by 31 % from the corresponding
period in 2018.2
Despite Germany being the origin of the
Energiewende and despite its position at the
forefront of the renewable energy
production from offshore wind, the offshore
wind market in Germany lost momentum
during 2018 and the number of newly
commissioned offshore wind turbines
decreased.
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In 2018, OWTGs with a capacity of 970
MW were installed offshore, compared
to 1,250 MW in 2017. In the first half of
2019, OWTGs with a capacity of 252 MW
were installed and put into operation. As
per end of July 2019, four offshore wind
projects with a total capacity of 679 MW
are under construction.3 Ten further
offshore wind projects with 3,100 MW in
total are scheduled for realisation and
completion until the end of 2025 and
have received capacity and Renewable
Energies Act funding awards,4 however,
with final investment decisions still
pending.5
Stakeholders argue that the current
political environment is slowing down
the pace of the offshore wind market in
Germany and propose that the lawmaker
improves the political framework.
The political commitment of the current
Federal Government foresees to achieve a
65 % share of renewables in the power
production by 2030. At the same time, the
– capped – target for offshore wind is set at
6.5 GW by 2020 and 15 GW by 2030.

At the end of the first half year in 2019, a
total of 1,351 offshore wind turbines with a
capacity of 6,658 MW were connected to the
grid.
1
2
3
4
5

Frauenhofer ISE, Stromerzeugung in Deutschland im ersten Halbjahr 2019, available at: https://www.ise.fraunhofer.de/content/dam/ise/
de/documents/publications/studies/daten-zu-erneuerbaren-energien/ISE_Stromerzeugung_2019_Halbjahr.pdf
Offshore-Wind: Stromproduktion steigt um 30 Prozent, available at:
https://www.erneuerbareenergien.de/offshore-wind-stromproduktion-steigt-um-30-prozent
Status des Offshore-Windenergieausbaus in Deutschland, Erstes Halbjahr 2019, Deutsche Windguard, page 3, available
at: https://www.windguard.de/statistik-1-halbjahr-2019.html
Results of the April 2017 and April 2018 auctions available at: https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/DE/Sachgebiete/ElektrizitaetundGas/
Unternehmen_Institutionen/Ausschreibungen/Offshore/offshore-node.html
Status des Offshore-Windenergieausbaus in Deutschland, Erstes Halbjahr 2019, Deutsche Windguard, page 8
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Germany

Stakeholders across the board argue that the
offshore sector needs to reach an installed
capacity of 20 GW in 2030 and 30 GW in
2035 in order to realistically achieve the
65 % goal.
The next auctions for offshore wind are
scheduled for 2021-2024 with a yearly award
of 900 MW and 600 MW in 2025 and with
scheduled commissioning five years after the
award.
B. Expectations as to future
developments in the market until
2030 and beyond
Offshore wind development has reached the
interim expansion cap of 6.5 GWwhich was
targeted for 2020 ahead of time.
The medium term forecast for the future
development of renewable energy from
offshore wind and the corresponding
business cases is determined by the currently
applicable expansion cap of 15 GW targeted
for 2030 and the Offshore Wind Act which
aims at increasing the total installed capacity
of the OWFs to 15 GW by 2030 starting in
2021, which means a yearly capacity allocated
by auctions of 900 MW and 600 in 2025.
Market participants demand an increase of
the development target/cap, some to 20 GW
for 2030, and others to 35 GW in 2035.
However, the extent to which, for example,
the implementation of the Paris Agreement,
the adoption of the German “Climate action
Plan 2050” by the German government or the
implementation of the coalition agreement of
the governing parties will result in specific

legal measures which affect the statutory
extension plan/cap remains to be seen.
Nonetheless, in anticipation of possible legal
amendments, the BSH has considered
scenarios in their first Site Development Plan
under the central model which are based on
an increased extension of offshore wind until
2030/2035.
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II. The Offshore Wind
Promotion system
A. Regulatory framework
Construction and operation of offshore
installations (OWTGs, transformer stations,
cables, GCSs) in the German EEZ are subject
to the Offshore Installations Act
(Seeanlagengesetz).
Construction and operation of the OWFs and
GCSs to be commissioned after 31 December
2020 are subject to a new permit regime
under the Offshore Wind Energy Act
(Windenergie-auf-See-Gesetz).6 This act
primarily includes an auction and the
construction permission regime. The
Offshore Wind Energy Act applies (regarding
the construction permission) for all the
OWFs to be commissioned as of 2021.
Competent authority for applications and
procedures under the above mentioned acts
is the Federal Maritime and Hydrographic
Agency (Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt und
Hydrographie).
Within the 12nm zone, the construction
of the OWFs and other facilities (cables
etc.) are subject to the building and
other laws of the particular states.
The overall development of renewable
energy of all sources, applicable feed-in
tariffs and market premiums, grid
connection, transmission and distribution
issues are subject to the Renewable Energies
Act (Erneuerbare Energien Gesetz).7
6
7

5

B. Scheme in relation to exclusivity to
construct, own and operate a project,
as well as to receive feed in revenues
Exclusivity for the right to take part in the
procedure for the planning approval
(Planfeststellung), which is the type of
construction permit required for the
construction and operation of the OWTGs, is
granted to the successful bidder under a
mandatory auction procedure under the
Offshore Wind Energy Act.
As part of the Offshore Wind Energy Act,
Germany introduced a “central” model
characterised by the following features:
The Federal Maritime and Hydrographic
Agency is responsible for the development
and pre-examination of offshore sites for
the construction and operation of the
OWFs. In a first step, the Federal
Maritime and Hydrographic Agency sets
up a “Site Development Plan” which
determines location and realisation
periods for specific sites. In the next step,
the Federal Maritime and Hydrographic
Agency performs a pre-examination of the
sites in order to determine their suitability
and to provide bidders with all the
information required in the following
bidding procedures. As a last step, the
sites are made subject to a competitive
bidding procedure.
In this procedure, the bidder offering the
lowest tariff wins. The award to the
successful bidder includes the entitlement to
an onshore grid connection in the amount of

English translation available at: https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/E/windseeg-gesetz-en.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=9
English translation available at: https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/E/eeg-2017-gesetz-en.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=8
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the awarded capacity, and to a market
premium as offered (see below).
This applies to the OWFs to be
commissioned as from 2026. Further
auctions will be held as from 2021. For the
OWFs with a scheduled commissioning
2021-2026, auctions were already held in
2017 and 2018.
C. Incentives for investments
The remuneration/incentive basic concept
for sources of renewable energy including the
OWFs is provided for in the Renewable
Energies Act (cf. sections 19-27).
The Renewable Energies Act provides for
two basic incentives / payments schemes: a
market premium payment (MP) on the
basis of a CfD concept, and a feed-in tariff
payment (FiT).
For the OWFs commissioned after 31
December 2020, such incentives only
apply in case the respective OWF
successfully participated in an auction
process (see below).
Under the Renewable Energies Act, a
mandatory direct selling regime applies;
that means the operator of the OWTG is
obliged to sell the produced power to a
third party in which case the operator is
entitled to receive the MP. The FiT only
applies in some specific exceptional cases
(small facilities and as a short term
compensation for certain defaults of the
direct selling).

Germany

Both schemes are calculated based on a
specific “value to be applied”
(anzulegender Wert – AW).
For the OWFs which are not yet subject
to the new auction regime (grid connection
confirmation or capacity allocation prior
to 1 January 2017 and commissioning
prior to 1 January 2021), the AW value
is fixed (but subject to various alterations) to
a base rate of 3.9 ct per kWh and
an initial rate of 13.9 ct per kWh
(example for commissioning in 2020).
Under the auction regime, the AW value is
determined by the Federal Network Agency
(Bundesnetzagentur) in an auction process.
For each site advertised, the bid with the
lowest value wins the auction. The successful
bid value is then the AW value. Auctions will
be held yearly on 1 September as from 2021
for the pre-examined sites and a capacity
ranging from 700 to 900 MW, and will be
notified by the Federal Network Agency at
the latest six months before.
Besides rather technical conditions for the
participation in the auction, one material
precondition for making bids in the auction is
the provision of a security in the amount of
EUR 200 per KW of installed capacity (cf.
section 21 Offshore Wind Energy Act) which
secures potential claims of the TSO for
penalties against the bidder under the Wind
Energy Act. Such penalties become due (cf.
sections 60 et seq. Offshore Wind Energy Act)
in case the realisation timeline (see below) is
not complied with, unless failure to do so was
not attributable to the bidder including
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contractors and sub-contractors for the
construction of the OWF and it is most likely
that the bidder, upon cessation of the
impediment, is willing and commercially and
technically able to realise the project without
undue delay. The security has to be provided
until the auction date. The bid volume must
correspond to the share of the auction volume
attributable to the specific site. For each
advertised site, the lowest bid wins the
auction.
The award on the successful bid by the
Federal Network Agency has further legal
consequences: The successful bidder:
(i) is entitled to claim the market premium;
(ii) is entitled to obtain connection to the GCS;
and (iii) is allocated with the respective
capacity of such GCS. In turn, the bidder is
subject to certain obligations with respect to
the project realisation, which are secured by
penalties and securities.
MP and FiT are paid for each OWTG for a
period of 20 years beginning with the
commissioning of the respective OWTG.
The MP is calculated on a monthly basis
according to the formula MP = AW – MW,
with MW being the actual average monthly
value of the market value of electricity from
offshore wind energy installations on the spot
market of the EPEX Spot SE power exchange
in Paris for the price zone for Germany in cts
per kWh. The amount of FiT basically equals
the AW value minus 0.4 ct per kWh.
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D. Timeframe for the realisation
of the project
The successful bidder is subject to a project
realisation timeline (cf. sec. 59 Offshore
Wind Energy Act) under which certain
milestones up to reaching the WTG’s
technical readiness for the operation needs
to be achieved. Such milestones are
determined based on the date of the bid
award and the binding completion date for
the completion of the relevant GCS (as
determined under sec. 17d para. 2 Energy
Industry Act) as follows:
1. 12 months after the bid award: submittal
of necessary permitting documents to the
Federal Maritime and Hydrographic
Agency;
2. 24 months prior to the binding completion
date for the GCS: submission of proof of
financing for the construction of the WTGs
which requires the submission of binding
contracts for the procurement of the WTGs,
the foundations, the transformer station
and inner
array cabling;
3. three months prior to binding completion
date for the GCS proof of commencement
of offshore installation;
4. six months after binding completion date
for the GCS: submission of proof of
achieving actual readiness for operation for
at least one OWTG; and
5. 18 months after binding completion date
for the GCS: submission of proof of
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6. achieving actual readiness for operation
for all OWTGs.
The failure of the operator to comply with
such deadlines is sanctioned with penalty
payments and, as ultima ratio, the
withdrawal of the acceptance of the bid. The
amount of the penalties for failures to
comply with the above mentioned
realisation times is as follows: (i): 100 % of
the security amount; (ii) 30 % of the security
amount; (iii) 70 % of the security amount;
(iv) one twelfth of the remaining security
amount for each month in which technical
readiness for operation has not been
reached for at least one WTG; and in
relation to (v) the amount which results
from the amount of the remaining security
multiplied with the quotient of the division
of the installed capacity of the WTGs not
ready to operate by the bid award volume. In
case the bidder fails to comply with the
realisation times (i), (ii) or (v), the Federal
Network Agency is bound to withdraw the
bid award irrespective of the penalties.
III. Public Law and
Regulatory Permits
The approval, construction and operation of
OWFs and GCSs are subject to the permit
regime as set out in the German Offshore
Wind Energy Act if and to the extent that:
(i) they are located in Germany’s EEZ; or
(ii) if they are located on the high sea in case
the company headquarters of the party
responsible for the project is located in
Germany.

Germany

The type of permit required is a planning
approval (Planfeststellungsbeschluss). A
planning approval has, in contrast to other
types of public permit, a concentration
effect, i.e., in principle, all required public
permits are concentrated in, and granted by,
the planning approval. Competent authority
is the Federal Maritime and Hydrographic
Agency.
To the extent the installations are located
within the territorial sea (12nm zone)
competent authorities for the issuance of the
(separate) planning approval is/ are the
respective state authorities of the particular
state(s) where the installations are located.
Administrative decisions in general
including permits such as the planning
approval are subject to a staggered concept
of remedies (first stage: administrative
opposition proceeding, second stage: action
before the administrative court) filed by the
applicant (i.e., the OWF owner) or third
parties until one month after the decision
has been notified to the respective person.
In case of a planning approval, an action can
be directly filed without completing an
opposition procedure first. Notifications of
administrative decisions in general take
place individually, which means there can
always be a risk that a remedy period is still
running for unidentified individuals which
have not been notified individually but are
affected by the planning. However, in case of
planning approvals, notification takes place
by displaying a hard copy of the planning
approval for two weeks in the respective
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municipalities where the project has an
impact. After the two weeks’ period, the
planning approval is deemed to be notified
towards all affected persons and as such
final and binding. After that time, the
planning approval is only subject to
cancellation in very exceptional cases, e.g.,
where the cancellation is reserved or the
permit holder does not comply with
ancillary conditions.
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IV. Offtake issues
A. Offtake, remuneration and
tariff scheme
As mentioned above, the Renewable Energies
Act provides for a (public) incentive payment
in the form of a market premium and in some
minor cases in the form of a FiT (see above
for details). The OWF owner who wishes to
receive the market premium must enter into
a PPA with an offtaker. The Renewable
Energies Act does not contain any specific
stipulations for the content of such PPAs, but
there is a certain established market practice
as to the usual and
required contents.
B. Consequences of a project delay
The consequences of delayed project
completion with regard to the offtake
regime in general depend on the respective
provisions in the PPA. Usually a delay of the
project or WTGs would, after elapse of a
grace period, entitle the offtaker to demand
a reasonable adjustment of the price.
Additionally, termination remedies would
normally be available for prolonged force
majeure events.
Regarding the entitlement to receive
incentive payments under the
Renewable Energies Act the following
applies: The entitlement is conditional
upon the commissioning of the
respective OWTG and is valid for 20
years from that date.

C. Examples of actual and
future tariffs
In the second auction round which took
place in April 2018, the average value
of successful bids was 4.66 ct per kWh
with a maximum of 9.83 ct. Several
successful bids offered 0 ct per kWh. In
the first round, the average value of
successful bids was 0.44 ct per kWh.
The significant difference is supposed
to be caused by the fact that in the first
round only projects located in the
North Sea have participated while in
the second round also projects in the
Baltic Sea were considered where the
costs are higher due to more complex
site conditions.
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V. Grid and grid connection
A. Planning and construction
of the grid connection system
Central starting point for the provision
of the grid connection for the OWF is
the Offshore Wind Energy Act according
to which (only) a bidder whose bid was
accepted is entitled to grid connection
capacity, limited to the amount of capacity
accepted with the bid. Such entitlement
applies to the GCS which is determined
in the Site Development Plan set up by
the Federal Maritime and Hydrographic
Agency. Regarding the timing of the grid
connection, the entitlement applies as
from the ‘binding completion deadline’
for the grid connection as determined
in accordance with sec. 17d of the Energy
Industry Act. The operation of energy
grids and in particular electricity grids
is the primary subject of the Energy Industry
Act, including the obligation
to establish the grid connection.
Under the current market structure,
primarily the two private TSOs, TenneT
(North Sea) and 50Hertz (Baltic Sea) are
responsible for the financing, construction
and operation of all grid onshore connection
systems.
Details of the obligation to construct and
operate the GCS are provided for in sec. 17d
et seqq. of the Energy Industry Act and the
Site Development Plan set up by the Federal
Maritime and Hydrographic Agency. Subject
to detailed procedures, the respective TSO
responsible for the connection has to publish
an estimated completion date for the grid
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connection. Such date becomes binding 30
months prior to the published completion
date.
B. Responsibility for the cost of the
grid connection system
The TSOs, not the OWFs, are obliged to
finance and construct the GCS under the
Energy Industry Act. The TSOs are entitled
to reimbursement of these costs which are
ultimately included in an offshore grid
(liability) levy to be paid by the end
consumers. Since 2019, the allocation has
included not only the additional costs arising
from claims for damages in case of delayed
completion, scheduled and unscheduled
interruption caused by maintenance or
defect, but also the entire costs for the
construction of the GCS.
C. Consequences of delays and
disruptions of the grid connection
system
The OWF owner is protected against a delay
in completion of the GCS and against
unavailability of the grid due to failures or
maintenance works.
The operator of the OWTG is entitled to a
compensation of 90 % of the lost feed-in
income in case of an interruption of the GCS
during or more than 10 consecutive days as
from the 11th day or in case of interruptions
on more than 18 days per calendar year as
from the 19th day.
The same compensation entitlement applies
in case the GCS is not completed on time as
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from the 11th day of the delay. The
compensation is calculated dependent on the
actual loss of feed-in income, which is to be
proven by the OWF owner on the basis of
WTG and wind data. One main requirement
of all compensation claims is that the
interruption or delay of the GCS is the (only)
cause for the lack of feed-in.
D. Onshore grid congestions,
prioritisation of renewable energy
resources and compensation
mechanisms
Grid operators are under a statutory
obligation to improve their grids to comply
with the state of the art in order to ensure the
receipt, transmission and distribution of
power from renewable energies, unless the
required measures are commercially
unreasonable. However, the development of
the onshore grid lags behind the increase of
installed renewable energy capacities, in
particular in the north of Germany where the
expansion of renewables is faster than in the
south. In order to prevent critical grid
situations, the grid operators are entitled to
conduct feed-in management measures and
remote control OWTGs in exceptional cases
(cf. sec. 14 Renewable Energies Act) if: (i)
otherwise a capacity shortage in the relevant
grid area would be caused; (ii) the feed-in
priority for renewables is complied with,
unless other power sources need to be
connected to the grid in order to ensure the
security and reliability of the grid; and (iii) the
available actual feed-in data for the relevant
grid area. In general, feed-in from renewable
energies is prioritised by law over feed-in from

Germany

other sources. This also applies in case of
feed-in management measures. In case the
remote control of the OWTG is foreseeable,
the grid operator shall inform the owner at
least on the day prior to the measure or
otherwise without undue delay. The grid
operator to whose grid the relevant OWTG is
connected is obliged to compensate the
affected owner 95 % of the lost feed-in
revenues plus additional expenses less saved
expenditure (cf. 15 Renewable Energies Act).
If, and to the extent, the lost feed-in revenues
exceed one percent of the feed-in revenues in
the same year, the grid operator has to
compensate 100 %. The grid operator is
entitled to consider the costs for the
compensation for feed-in management
measures in the grid fees.
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VI. Real estate
A. Rights over land to be secured In the
German EEZ, no particular land rights need
to be secured since this area is not owned by
anyone. Although Germany has certain
sovereign rights in the EEZ, these are
functionally limited. Under territorial law,
the EEZ is therefore “no man’s land”. Neither
Germany nor any other state owns the
seabed in the EEZ.
The relevant permission to use the
respective land in the EEZ is included in
the planning approval issued under the
Offshore Wind Energy Act.
The seabed within the 12nm zone technically
is a land plot or consists of multiple land
plots which are owned by the Federal
Republic of Germany. The respective right to
use such property for WTG or cable system
installations is included in the respective
planning approval.
Onshore, the respective operator/owner of
the installation which uses the land needs to
secure such use by means of private law
licence/use agreement in case of private
landowners or municipalities. Since the use
of onshore land plots is only required for the
onshore grid connection, and since this falls
under the responsibility of the TSO, the OWF
owners and developers do not need to take
care of these issues.
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B. Costs and risk of legal challenges In
general, there is no risk regarding possible
successful challenges of the rights to use the
land. As explained above, in the EEZ and
within the 12nm zone, the right to use the
land is included in the planning approval
which becomes final and binding upon
expiry of the respective remedy periods.
The responsibility for the construction and
operation of the GCS is with the relevant
TSO; in case of interruptions in the operation
or delays in completion of the GCS, the OWF
owner is entitled to receive a compensation
(see above).
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VII. Other
When planning and construction offshore installations in Germany, special consideration
needs to be given to the existence of unexploded ordinances (UXO) in the North Sea and the
Baltic Sea and onshore as a result of World War 1 and World War 2
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I. State and Future of
Offshore Wind Projects
A. Current state of offshore wind
development and projects “The UK is the
world’s largest offshore wind market, offering
an excellent development opportunity, given
established market structures, a stable policy
outlook and a clear
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route to seabed rights. Foremost though, the
UK offers some of the best conditions for
offshore wind development, with long
coastlines, favourable wind conditions and,
in many areas, shallow waters with depths of
50 metres or less. This world-class natural
resource has enabled the UK to play an early
and crucial role in the development of the
global offshore wind sector.”1

(Source: The Crown Estate – Round 4 Information Memorandum)

Since the first offshore wind lease in the UK
was signed in 2000, the industry has grown
rapidly and is expanding fast. The UK is now
host to the largest existing deployment of

offshore wind energy in the world. Offshore
wind energy powers the equivalent of 4.5
million British homes every year and the cost
of new offshore wind has halved since 2015.2

1
https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/3321/tce-r4-information-memorandum.pdf
2 https://www.renewableuk.com/page/WindEnergy
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United Kingdom

(Source: The Crown Estate – Round 4 Information Memorandum)

Offshore Wind in Numbers:

The UK has 43 % of total European
offshore capacity.3
There are more than 30 offshore
wind projects with nearly 2000
foundations in UK waters and nearly
1000 under construction.4
In 2018, offshore wind generated
14.7 % of total power in the UK.5

3 https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/2950/offshore-wind-operational-report-2018.pdf
4 https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.renewableuk.com/resource/resmgr/publications/supply_chain_review_31.01.20.pdf
5 https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/cn/Documents/energy-resources/deloitte-cn-er-uk-offshore-wind-power-marketupdate-en-190809.pdf
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B. Expectations as to future
developments in the market
until 2030 and beyond
1. Offshore Wind Sector Deal
The UK Government published its offshore
wind Sector Deal6 in March 2019, which:
a)
targets the deployment of 30 GW
of UK offshore wind capacity by 2030
(with a cumulative infrastructure
investment capex of over GBP40
billion);
b)
provides forward visibility of
future CfDs rounds with government
support of GBP557 million. CfDs are
the principal UK government support
mechanism for the deployment of
offshore wind projects and CfD round
4 opened in summer 2019 with
subsequent auctions expected around
two years thereafter;
c)
aims to increase the
representation of women in the
offshore wind workforce to at least a
third by 2030; and
d)
sets the ambition of increasing
offshore wind sector exports fivefold to
GBP 2.6 billion by 2030.
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2. Net-zero
In June 2019, the UK Government passed
legislation in the form of The Climate
Change Act 2008 (2050 Target
Amendment) Order 2019, committing the
UK to eradicate its net contribution to
climate change by 2050 and making the
UK the first G7 country to legislate for net
zero emissions. The legislation was built
on the recommendation of the Committee
on Climate Change in a report published
in May 2019.7 In that report, the
Committee on Climate Change
contemplates the future energy mix that
would be required to achieve net zero
greenhouse gas emissions and concludes
that this could require 75 GW of UK
offshore wind to be deployed by 2050.
3. Contract for Difference – auction round 3
In September 2019, the UK Government
announced the results of the latest CfD
auction (auction round 3), in which UK
offshore wind projects secured a 15-year
CfD contract support at record low auction
clearing prices of between GBP39.65 to
GBP41.61 per MWh (2012 prices).
4. Offshore wind leasing processes
In September 2019, The Crown Estate
launched the UK’s first major offshore
wind leasing round in a decade (known as
Round 4), opening up the opportunity for
at least 7 GW of new offshore wind energy,
enough to meet the electricity needs of
over six million homes.8

6 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/offshore-wind-sector-deal
7 https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/net-zero-the-uks-contribution-to-stopping-global-warming/
8 https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/en-gb/media-and-insights/news/2019-the-crown-estate-launches-the-uk-s-first-major-offshore-windleasing-round-in-a-decade-opening-up-the-opportunity-for-at-least-7gw-of-new-clean-energy/
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Crown Estate Scotland is also proposing
to launch an offshore wind leasing round
in Scotland in the near future.9
5. Innovation
In October 2019, the UK Offshore
Renewable Energy Catapult launched the
Floating Offshore Wind Centre of
Excellence, backed by funding from the
Scottish government, the Catapult’s Welsh
centre and support from Cornwall and the
Isles of Scilly Local Enterprise
Partnership.10 The Centre of Excellence
aims to:
a) reduce the cost of energy from floating
wind;
b) accelerate the build-out of floating
farms;

II. The Offshore Wind
Promotion System
A. Regulatory Framework
The following is a high level outline of the
legal and regulatory framework that applies
to the development of an offshore wind
project in England and Wales. Scotland is
subject to its own parallel system.
In overview, the key elements of the process
in England and Wales are as follows:
1.
Obtain seabed rights
and HRA approval

2.
Secure key
consents

c) create opportunities for the UK
supply chain; and
d) drive innovations in manufacturing,
installation and operations and
maintenance.
6. Queen’s speech
In December 2019, the Queen’s Speech
announcing the UK Government’s new
legislative programme for the current
five-year parliament increased the UK’s
ambition for offshore wind to the
deployment of 40 GW by 2030 and
confirmed that the UK will enable new
floating turbines.

3.
Obtain grid
connection

4.
Win a Contract
or Difference

5.
Enter commercial &
financing agreements

9 https://www.crownestatescotland.com/media-and-notices/news-media-releases-opinion/scotwind-leasing-update
10 https://www.offshorewind.biz/2019/10/31/uk-gets-floating-offshore-wind-centre-of-excellence/
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The key Government and regulatory
stakeholders are as follows:

Area

Responsibility

Seabed leasing

The Crown Estate

UK Energy Policy

Department for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy (BEIS)/Welsh Government

CfD support

Low Carbon Contracts Company (LCCC)

Electricity licensing
and market regulation

Ofgem

Environmental policy

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(DEFRA)/Welsh government

Planning consents

Planning Inspectorate

Grid (Transmission)

National Grid ESO/NGET

Statutory nature conservation
bodies

Natural England/Natural Resources Wales (NRW)

Marine Planning and
Licensing

Marine Management Organisation
(MMO)/NRW/Welsh government

Aviation

NATS Holdings/Civil Aviation Authority

Defence

Ministry of Defence

Navigation

Maritime and Coastguard Agency/Trinity House

B. Scheme in relation to exclusivity to
construct, own and operate a project,
as well as to receive feed-in revenues
1. The Crown Estate
Exclusivity to construct, own and operate
an offshore wind project in England and
Wales is secured through the entry by the
proposed developer into an Agreement for
Lease with The Crown Estate granting the

developer the right to be granted a lease of
the relevant seabed site subject to the
discharge of various milestone conditions.
As noted above, in September 2019, The
Crown Estate launched a major offshore
wind leasing round (known as Round 4),
opening up the opportunity for at least 7
GW of new offshore wind energy.
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The Crown Estate’s Round 4
tender process includes:
a) a three-stage tender process, evaluating
both bidders’ capability and their
proposed projects, before using option
fees to determine award;

2. Plan-Level Habitats Regulations
Assessment (HRA)11
The EU Habitats Directive provides for the
establishment and protection of certain
habitats known collectively as European
sites. These sites include the following
which comprise the Natura 2000 network:

b) bidder led site selection within four
available Bidding Areas (Dogger Bank
Bidding Area, Eastern Regions
Bidding Area, South East Bidding Area
and Northern Wales and Irish Sea
Bidding Area);

a) Special Areas of Conservation (SACs)
designated under the EU Habitats
Directive; and

c) a geographically diverse pipeline Round 4 projects will come forward
across at least three Bidding Areas,
with a maximum of 3.5 GW within any
one area;

Under the terms of the Directive, where a
plan or project is likely to have a
significant effect on a European site, a
competent authority must assess its
implications for the conservation
objectives of the relevant sites, before
deciding to undertake, consent to or
otherwise authorise the plan or project.

d) extended 60-year lease terms - (up
from 50) enough for two full project
lifecycles; and
e) low-cost deployment - Round 4 focuses
on water depths out to 60 metres,
which are suitable for fixed foundation
technology, and will come forward in
areas of favourable development
resource, helping to enable costcompetitive deployment.

b) Special Protection Areas (SPAs) sites
classified under the EU Birds Directive.

In the marine environment, the Habitats
Directive is given effect in UK law through
The Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2017, The Conservation of
Offshore Marine Habitats and Species
Regulations 2017 and The Conservation
(Natural Habitats, etc.) Regulations
(Northern Ireland) 1995 (as amended),
collectively referred to as the “Habitats
Regulations”.
Within the meaning of the Habitats
Regulations, The Crown Estate’s Round 4
offshore wind leasing round is a plan and

11

Further details can be found at https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/3378/tce-r4-information-memorandum.pdf
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The Crown Estate is a competent
authority. The Crown Estate will,
therefore, undertake a Plan-Level HRA of
its Round 4 leasing plan, which could
result in the following outcomes:
a)
the Round 4 leasing plan not
adversely affecting the integrity of the
European sites concerned;
b)
mitigation measures being
required to ensure that the Round 4
leasing plan will not adversely affect
the integrity of the European sites
concerned; and
c)
the Round 4 leasing plan
adversely affecting the integrity of the
European sites concerned, even with
mitigation measures, in which case one
or more projects in the Round 4 leasing
plan may not be able to proceed.
3. Contracts for Difference
New offshore wind projects are currently
eligible to compete for UK government
support through CfD auctions.
The CfD scheme is the UK government’s
main mechanism for supporting lowcarbon electricity generation. CfDs
incentivise investment in renewable energy
by providing developers of projects with
high upfront costs and long lifetimes with
direct protection from volatile wholesale
electricity prices, and they protect
consumers from paying increased support
costs when electricity prices are high.
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See section II.C. below for further details of
the UK’s CfD scheme.
C. Incentives for investments
1. Contracts for Difference
As noted above, the CfD scheme is the UK
government’s main mechanism for
supporting low-carbon electricity
generation. CfDs are awarded to
prospective developers through CfD
auction/allocation rounds.
Offshore wind and other renewable
generators located in the UK that meet the
eligibility requirements can apply for a CfD
by submitting what is a form of “sealed
bid”. There have been three CfD auctions to
date (in 2015, 2017 and 2019), which have
seen a range of different renewable
technologies competing directly against
each other for a contract.
Successful developers of renewable
projects enter into a private law contract
with the Low Carbon Contracts Company
(LCCC), a government-owned company.
Developers are paid a flat (indexed) rate
for the electricity they produce over a 15year period; the difference between the
“strike price” (a price for electricity
reflecting the cost of investing in a
particular low carbon technology) and the
“reference price” (a measure of the
average market price for electricity in the
GB market).
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CfDs provide price stability by converting
the risk of the variable price of the wind
project’s energy output to a fixed price
(“strike price”). A payment is made to the
generator by the counterparty when the
market price becomes lower than the
agreed strike price and the generator
pays the counterparty when the market
prices goes above the agreed strike price.
2. Investment Contracts
Investment Contracts are an early form
of bespoke and bilaterally negotiated CfD
support awarded by the UK Government
to five OWFs and three other renewable
electricity projects in 2014.
3. Renewable Obligation Certificates
(ROCs The Renewables Obligation (RO)
was the main support mechanism for
large-scale renewable electricity projects,
including offshore wind in the UK prior
to the CfD and Investment Contracts.
The RO came into effect in 2002 in
England and Wales, and Scotland,
followed by Northern Ireland in 2005, but
closed to new generating capacity on 31
March 2017, subject to certain specified
grace periods. It places an obligation on
UK electricity suppliers to source an
increasing proportion of the electricity
they supply from renewable sources.
Under the RO scheme, operators of
accredited renewable generating stations
are issued with ROCs for the eligible
renewable electricity they generate.

Accredited offshore wind generating
stations receive 20 years of ROC support
(known as ROC banding) as follows:
a) 1.5 ROCs for projects accredited
from July 2006 to March 2010
b) 2.0 ROCs for projects accredited
from April 2010 to March 2015
c) 1.9 ROCs for projects accredited
from April 2015 to March 2016
d) 1.8 ROCs for projects accredited
from April 2016
ROCs have a market value and operators
can trade ROCs with other parties. ROCs
are ultimately used by suppliers to
demonstrate that they have met their
obligation.
D. Timeframe for the realisation of
the project
There are various time limits that apply to
the realisation of an offshore wind project in
England and Wales, including:
1. a 10-year option period that applies under
the Agreement for Lease entered into by a
prospective offshore wind developer with
The Crown Estate in which the
prospective developer must satisfy the
milestone conditions to proceed to the
grant of a Lease;
2. time limits that apply in relation to
participation of the prospective offshore
wind developer in CfD auctions; and
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3. time limits that apply under the CfD
contract itself, which can result in a
reduction in the level of financial support
received by a project or the termination of
the CfD.
The graphic on the next page shows the “key
dates” as they apply in the CfD.
The CfD comes into effect when it is signed
and dated by the parties, subject to certain
initial conditions precedent and further
conditions precedent. The generator is

CfD Key Dates
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required to trigger the start date by a
prescribed longstop date set out in the CfD;
provided that the generator achieves the
start date during a prescribed target
commissioning window, the agreed term of
the CfD is preserved.
For each day of the longstop period (between
the end of the target commissioning window
and the longstop date), during which the start
date has not occurred, the CfD term is
reduced. Following the longstop date, LCCC
is entitled to terminate the CfD.
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III. Public Law and Regulatory
Permits
A. Planning
If a proposed offshore plant has a capacity of
more than 100 MW, it will be classed as a
nationally significant infrastructure project
(NSIP) under Planning Act 2008 and will
need a development consent order (DCO)
from the Secretary of State for BEIS.
If the proposed plant has a capacity of
between one and 100 MW, it will need a
section 36 consent under the Electricity Act
1989 from the MMO.
The Wales Act 2017 devolved approval for
offshore wind projects (of any size) to the
Welsh Assembly.
B. Generation
A generation licence will be needed by any
new offshore wind project under section
6(1)(a) of the Electricity Act 1989 and is
granted by Ofgem. Applications should be
made to Ofgem and the licence will include
standard conditions and occasionally special
conditions.
C. Environmental
Where there may be a significant
environmental impact, an EIA may be
required and any DCO or planning consents
cannot be issued until it has been taken into
account. Applicants for an EIA should
submit environmental statements with any
planning applications, ask for a screening

United Kingdom

opinion (from the local authority) or ask for
a screening decision (from the Secretary of
State for BEIS).
There may be other consents required, for
example, a marine licence may be issued by
the MMO under the Marine and Coastal
Access Act 2009. An applicant for a DCO can
request this as part of a DCO.
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IV. Offtake issues

Under the ROC structure:

A. Offtake, remuneration and tariff
scheme
The UK electricity market is liberalised and
there are many different market participants.
Pricing support has varied over the course of
the UK’s development of offshore wind.
Background to the CfD, Investment Contract
and ROC support mechanism in the UK is set
out in section II.C. above.

1. offshore wind generators sell their power
under a long-term PPA; and

Under the CfD and Investment Contract
structure:
1. offshore wind generators sell their
power under a long-term PPA;
2. the generators are treated as having
captured a defined market reference for
that power under their CfD/Investment
Contract;
3. the generator will receive a “top up”
payment under their CfD/Investment
Contract if the market reference price
captured is less than the strike price at
which the CfD/Investment Contract was
awarded; and
4. the generator will be required to make a
payment to LCCC under their CfD/
Investment Contract if the market
reference price captured is greater than
the strike price at which the CfD/
Investment Contract was awarded.

2. the generators will sell the ROCs they
receive for the generation of accredited
renewable power to suppliers or ROC
traders.
B. Consequences of a project delay See
section II.D. above for an overview of the
consequences of delay under the CfD regime.
C. Examples of actual and future
tariffs
The level of support offered to offshore wind
contracts under the Investment Contracts
and CfDs awarded to date are as follows:
1. bilaterally negotiated Investment
Contracts (April 2014): GBP140
GBP155 per MWh (2012 prices)
2. CfD auction 1 (February 2015): GBP114.39
to GBP119.89 per MWh (2012 prices)
3. CfD auction 2 (September 2017):
GBP57.50 to GBP74.75 per MWh (2012
prices)
4. CfD auction 3 (September 2019):
GBP39.65 to GBP41.61 per MWh (2012
prices)
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V. Grid and Grid Connection
A. Legal framework for the connection
to the onshore grid and the
establishment of the grid connection An
OWF in England and Wales will most likely
connect to the Great Britain electricity
transmission system operated by National
Grid. The National Grid is required to make a
connection offer to anyone wishing to connect
to its transmission system, but the developer
must apply for the connection. The developer
must then enter into a bilateral connection
agreement (“BCA”) with the National Grid
and a construction agreement (“CONSAG”).
Offshore transmission owners (OFTOs)
EU requirements under the so-called Third
Energy Directive require that ownership of
transmission and generation assets be
unbundled. The UK has established an OFTO
regime, run by Ofgem, which creates a
competitive tender process through which
offshore transmission licences are granted to
ensure that offshore wind projects are
economically and efficiently connected to
Britain’s electricity grid.
To date OFTO tenders have been run under
the “generator build” model, where the
generator finances and constructs the
offshore wind transmission assets (alongside
the construction of the wind farm) before
transferring (“unbundling”) those assets to an
OFTO for the operational period. Ofgem is
also developing an “OFTO built” model,
where Ofgem runs a tender to appoint an
OFTO with responsibility for constructing
and operating the OWFs transmission assets.

B. Planning and construction of the
grid connection system
The developer bears the costs of planning
and constructing the offshore and onshore
transmission cable and grid connection.
C. Consequences of delays and
disruptions of the grid connection
system
The CfD contains some limited protections
against the consequences of delays and
disruptions to the GCS. For example, the
generator is entitled to an extension of its
milestone delivery date or the longstop date if
the National Grid fails to carry out any
required system reinforcement or connection
works as specified in the construction
agreement attributable to the wind farm. The
owner is not, however, entitled to any
compensation or extension of the CfD term.
D. Onshore grid congestions,
prioritisation of renewable energy
resources and compensation
mechanisms
Renewable sources do not have priority
dispatch over energy from other sources
and may be constrained in times of surplus
power supply. Generators can bid in
National Grid’s “Balancing Mechanism” to
offer flexibility by altering the generation
and/or consumption of their assets, or
those that they manage on behalf of other
parties. In the event there is grid
congestion, National Grid may accept the
Generator’s bid and the Generator would
receive the revenue from being curtailed in
these circumstances.
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VI. Real Estate
A. Rights over land to be secured An
offshore wind developer in England and
Wales will need to secure the following
land rights:
1. seabed rights for the site of the OWF in
the form of an Agreement for Lease and
then Lease granted by The Crown Estate;
2. seabed rights for the corridor of the
OWF transmission cable in the form of a
Transmission Agreement for Lease and
then Transmission Lease granted by The
Crown Estate; and
3. land rights for the onshore corridor of the
transmission cable and the substation
connection of the transmission cable to
the Great Britain transmission network,
typically in the form of a lease granted by
the freeholder or leaseholder of the
relevant land.
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See section II.B. above for a summary of The
Crown Estate’s Round 4 offshore wind
leasing round, through which seabed rights
for the wind farm and transmission
connection are granted, and the related
HRA process.
B. Costs and risk of legal challenges The
rent payable in respect of an operational OWF
in England and Wales is typically equal to 2 %
of gross developer turnover, subject to a floor,
if the wind farm is generating below a
minimum output level.
Once awarded, a lease of seabed rights
granted by The Crown Estate may only be
terminated in accordance with its terms.
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VII. Other: Decommissioning a wind
farm
Under sections 105 to 114 of the Energy Act
2004, the Secretary of State will require a
person responsible for an OWF to submit
and carry out a “costed” decommissioning
programme. That person may have to
provide financial security to reduce the costs
to the taxpayer. This section has been in
force since 1 October 2005.
Draft decommissioning programmes are
required to be approved by the Secretary of
State prior to the installation’s construction
and should be informed by an EIA.
Any decision to allow some or all of an
installation or structure to remain on or in
the sea-bed will be based on a case-by-case
evaluation of a range of matters, including,
where appropriate, the:
1. potential effect on the safety of surface
or subsurface navigation;
2. potential impact on other uses of the sea;
3. potential effect on the marine
environment, including living resources;
4. costs of removal; and
5. risks of injury to personnel associated
with removal.

United Kingdom

The developer must confirm that, after
decommissioning, the site has been cleared,
in accordance with the approved
decommissioning programme, and to
evidence that this has been achieved.
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